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Executive Summary 
Introduction 
 

Medoctor is an online medical self-diagnosis service that functions on a fee-based subscription model.  The company consists currently  of 
two entities, the parent company based in Santa Rosa, USA and it’s European subsidiary, Medoctor Europe, based in Geneva Switzerland.  
For all practical purposes, Medoctor Europe’s operations are currently restricted to the Swiss territory. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers has been engaged by Medoctor Europe to perform a Privacy and Security Risk Review for Medoctor to operate 
it’s self-diagnosis service in Switzerland.  This Risk Review will examine the current state of the company’s web presence with respect to 
Privacy, Data Protection and Security, benchmark it against current Swiss best practice/legal requirements where they exist and provide a 
set of concrete recommendations for Medoctor to implement so it can then be in compliance with the practices and requirements.   

In a follow-up engagement, once Medoctor has implemented the recommendations, PwC will conduct a final review and if compliant, will 
issue a Web Trust seal. 

Scope 
 

The scope of this review is limited to Privacy/Data Protection and Security issues of Medoctor Europe that fall under Swiss legislation.  
However, since Medoctor Europe is currently using the same website as it’s US parent company and some of the regulations studied apply 
equally around the world, many of the findings of this review will be applicable to US operations.   

The gathering of information for this review was attempted in August and September  2001, partly through an on-line review of the 
website and partly through interviews.  Due to various factors, delivery of information on security to PwC was delayed.   

 

 

Current Status 

Privacy 
With respect to Privacy, PwC examined the Medoctor site thoroughly and found the following.   
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Concerning Notice, there is no statement detailing the purpose of gathering subscriber information nor what will be done with that 
information, no clear and well placed statements on Swiss data protection law, no instructions on how customers can exercise their rights 
as per the Swiss Data Protection Law and no physical contact address (sent by email upon request).  This is considered by PwC to be of 
high risk. 

Regarding Customer Choice there are no existing “Opt Out” procedures nor are they described to the user.  Also there exists no 
“Unsubscribe” option for a customer to resign from receiving unwanted emails. Here the compliance risk is low but the lack of “Opt Out” 
and “Unsubscribe” options can be negative perceived by users presenting a risk to the Medoctor image.  

With respect to Data Integrity, on the positive side, the personal client data is anonymous as well as is the diagnostic data.  However, if a 
user’s email address contains his name, his privacy may be compromised.  There Appears to be no provision with the existing procedure 
for handling a user’s lost ID or password.  Finally, there exists no data retention and/or destruction policy.  The last two issues are 
considered high risk.  

Concerning Access to data, users have full access to their data and can edit it at all times. We judge this to be compliant with relevant 
standards.  

With regards to Enforcement Mechanisms, PwC has found that customer service employees do not have a Privacy Script to respond to 
privacy enquiries, nor is there any training for employees responsible for Privacy and finally there is no privacy organization or Chief 
Privacy Officer. We rate this risk as high. 

Security 
With respect to Security, PwC has made the following risk assessments.  

Regarding General Security Awareness, PricewaterhouseCoopers found that the current situation at Medoctor does not reflect best practice 
when it comes to data integrity, availability and system security (both physically and procedurally).  This is considered to represent a high 
level of risk. 

Concerning Internal Network Security, PwC was unable to obtain from Medoctor much of the information it needed in order to properly 
assess the level of risk.  However, with limited information it can be said that the highest area of concern is the absence of a firewall and 
although user data is currently anonymous, the system is vulnerable to outside attack that could result in the alteration of patient data, it’s 
theft and even possibly in the deliberate falsification of a patient’s diagnosis.  Finally, there is no demilitarized zone within the 
infrastructure. 

With respect to general Security, on the positive side, we are told that the customer’s medical record is encrypted although the specific 
level of encryption was not communicated to us. We were unable to verify the fact that all data are completely anonymized. Particular 
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concern is around how and where the user name and pin code are stored and how the medical records are protected. This risk here could 
not be quantified.  

Regarding Data Transfer, the patient data may be transferred through jurisdictions other than the US and Switzerland.  Also, there are no 
non-disclosure agreements in place with the ISP hosting the Medoctor site.  These risks are deemed to be of medium level.  

Recommendations 
 

Overall, it is the recommendation of PwC that Medoctor Europe consider the issues noted above (in the Current Status section) and rectify 
those issues that are flagged as high or medium risk.  In addition, in broader terms, the recommendations outlined below should be 
considered. 

Privacy 
• The position or role of Chief Privacy Officer is recommended to be created. This role is typically filled by someone with a strong 

understanding of the business processes and the regulatory forces at play. 

• A Medoctor Privacy Policy,  as well as Statements regarding the different privacy issues relating to Medoctor’s specific 
requirements needs to be conceptualized, drafted and posted on the site. 

• A privacy training policy needs to be implemented, with different levels of training for the different employee functions of 
Medoctor. 

• We recommend that the user sign-up process to be re-designed guarantee anonimity as the current process leaves too many holes 
open.  Also, the issue of “forgotten” passwords/user ID needs to be addressed. 

 

Security 
• A well defined IT and IS security strategy and security organization need to be implemented. The current security approach taken 

by Medoctor does not take sufficiently into account data security or network security.  

• Considering the sensitivity of medical content to the outside world, the position or role of Chief Security Officer needs to be 
created.  The Chief Security Officer must act independently from any production engineer, or network administrator or even 
database administrator.  
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• An adequate segregation of duties needs to be implemented to ensure that developers cannot access production data, thus cannot 
modify production data. 

• IT processes policies and procedures need to be created to describe all IT related tasks. 

• The Medoctor production server (s) needs to be secured from the public network with at least a firewall system. 

• User sign-up forms need to be encrypted 

Conclusion/Next steps 
As Medoctor will be operating in a highly sensitive and visible marketplace, the utmost care and highest priority should be given to ensure 
that maximum compliance with Privacy/Data Protection and Security can be demonstrated. 

The recommendations proposed by PwC in this report should be put in place in a timely manner.  Once these recommendations have been 
implemented, PricewaterhouseCoopers proposes to conduct a final review and to place a Web Trust seal on the Medoctor website (once it 
has become compliant) as part of a follow up engagement. 

In addition to the Privacy and Security risks identified in the scope of this review, PricewaterhouseCoopers has found that other factors on 
the Medoctor site and in its strategy need to be addressed and improved.  Some are listed below: 

• A unique identity needs to be given to Medoctor Switzerland’s web presence to enhance the Swiss user’s trust in the service.  
Currently the Medoctor’s web presence shows it to be a pure US organization. 

• There is no legal disclaimer easily reachable by a customer.  The disclaimer is not available from the home page. 

• It is not clear how Medoctor intends to take advantage of it’s future potential to provide patient record access to doctors if the data 
is anonymized. 

• The look and feel of the site needs to be improved to inspire confidence to potential clients 

• There is no Customer Complaint field accessible from all pages.  Also, the only customer service telephone number available is in 
the US, hours of operation are not indicated nor is there a statement about what languages are spoken. 

• In the case of an email query, there is no statement indicating how soon a response from Medoctor can be expected.  Also, 
Medoctor should consider posting an e-mail address hosted at Medoctor.com instead of aol.com to contribute to its web 
credibility. 
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• The issue of the “reliability of the diagnosis” needs to be addressed to manage customer’s expectations. 

• The FAQ section should be “visible” from the Home Page. 

• Compliance with current and future HIPPA regulations should be envisaged. 

• Also, the “searchability” of the site needs to be considered, as the site contains neither Meta Description Tags nor Meta Keyword 
Tags. 

 

The PricewaterhouseCoopers BetterWeb program can help Medoctor with an in-depth analysis of the issues outlined above as well as with 
an overall approach to improving it’s web presence. 
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Scope 
In order to be able to operate in the Swiss market, Medoctor’s portal will need to comply with security, privacy and data protection 
standards consistent with Swiss Law and generally accepted Internet Standards. Issues such as data storage for medical records, access to 
the system, depersonalization and protection of data and related information flows will need to be considered and resolved before full 
public launch. 

This Review covers the assessment of risks in the following areas : 

- Privacy / Data Protection 

- Site Security 

Approach 
Privacy 
The PwC team met in person with Mr Sean Kelly, President – Medoctor (Europe) SA in July 2001 and carried out telephone interviews 
with Mr. Bill de Groodt in the US as well as follow-up interviews over the following weeks. The findings from these interviews were then 
mapped against Swiss and US data privacy laws and recommendations, as well as against generally accepted good practices of data 
privacy, as recommended by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.  

Security 
The PwC security team carried out telephone interviews with Mr. Sean Kelly, President – Medoctor (Europe) SA on several occasions, 
throughout July, August and September, as well as with Mr. Bill de Groodt, Mr. Jeffrey Aguilera. Moreover, the Medoctor (USA) team 
provided PwC with brief information and short answers to a PwC questionnaire on IT security. The findings from the interviews and from 
the documentation were then mapped against industry best practices for IT security. 

It must be noted that due to Medoctor’s heavy workload based on business-driven priorities,  documentation which PwC would normally 
rely on for review of system Security was not always made available to PwC.  
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Current status of Medoctor 
Description of existing business in Switzerland/US 
Medoctor’s business model in Switzerland is to complement an insurance company and provide value-added health services.  Currently 
these services are intended to be centered around medical self-diagnosis and could be expanded in the future to include safekeeping of a 
patient’s entire medical record. 

In the US, Medoctor’s business model is based on requiring a patient to take a pre-diagnostic test before visiting the physician, therefore 
increasing the amount of patients a doctor can see and reducing costs for the HMO. 

Privacy 
Currently the Medoctor website contains a button called Privacy/Security.  This button is available from all screens.  When clicked, it 
takes the viewer to a page containing a brief Privacy Statement and some disclaimers. 

Also, some steps have been taken to protect the user’s data through anonymisation.  For example, New Users do not have to give their real 
name or any “traceability” data such as address or telephone numbers.   

Some mention is made as to what will or will not be done with a patient’s medical data, particularly that if medical data is sold or 
transferred to a third party, that it will be done so only in “blind” aggregated manner. 

Accessibility of patient data is good.  At any time, a user can access his/her data, edit or delete it at will. 

Security 

Internal network  
The internal network is presently isolated from the Internet. This network consists of approximately 10 machines connected to a single 
switch. 

External network  

The external network consists of a single machine co-located at sonic.net (an Internet Service Provider, ISP) in downtown Santa Rosa, 
California.  The Domain Name Server (DNS) service  is managed at easydns.com.  

Firewall Configuration  
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TCP/IP is the only protocol running on the public network segment, which is not behind a firewall.  The isolated, private network uses 
TCP/IP and NetBEUI. 

Inventory and system   

The production server hosts the www.medoctor.com pages and database. Backup consists of private server located at the Medoctor 
Systems office on Fountaingrove Blvd in Santa Rosa, California. All data transfers are presently done manually by copying to a laptop. 

Inventory of network management staff  

Jeff Aguilera – System administrator 

Brian Voorhees - Webmaster 

IT processes policies and procedures 

No procedures exist as of today. With the recent move to a new office, it is anticipated that these will be developed shortly. Database 
backup tapes are however, stored in a secure off site facility. 

Description of computer center  

The computer center hosting the Web Site server is located at a secured co-location in downtown Santa Rosa. (See Sonic.net for 
description of the facility.) The Medoctor Systems server is located at our Fountaingrove office. 

Sonic.net   
“In the high tech valleys of northern California, Sonic.net brings you the largest co-location facility north of the bay area, with redundancy 
to two of the largest backbones, a redundant OC-12 SONET ring expanded network for large growth, redundant power with automatic 
backup power transfer, highest quality fire suppression with computer-safe retardant and top level security and personal identification 
access.”  (from website) 

Links / connections to other internal, external, externally managed systems, remotely accessible systems....  
None. 

 

User signup / logon  
Standard password protocols are used and maintained by the System Administrator.  All data is stored anonymously to prevent 
unauthorized disclosure, even to the System Administrator. 
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Encryption of patient record database  
Database is not encrypted.  The database uses an anonymous keying system to prevent accidental disclosure of private information. 

Usage of java script, java applets, ActiveX, or any other potential harmful programming  
Transient cookies are used to track a session with WorldPay for billing purposes. Otherwise, there is no client-side Java Script, Applets, of 
Active X Controls. The main interview is conducted from a Flash Application. 

All software and operating systems as well as all IP addresses  
Windows 2000 Professional.   

www.medoctor.com (209.204.184.186) is the only public IP address. 

Current segregation of duties in the IT department  
Topology and site configuration are the sole responsibility of Jeffrey Aguilera. Brian Voorhees and David Brounstein manage database 
and web configuration. No other individuals administer or update the public Medoctor servers. 

Change Management procedures / processes  
Nothing at this time. 

Description of future enhancements and developments 

New product development matrix is maintained to project product enhancements and developments. 

Agreements with external providers that have access to internal resources remotely 
None. 

 

Other useful information about the IT infrastructure  
System access in anonymous. No data that uniquely identifies a user is associated with any medical data (except the user’s email address 
in certain cases). 
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Network diagram 
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Gap Analysis 

 

Survey conducted in July 
and October 2001 

 Key Elements of Privacy; 

 Medoctor Status & Recommendations 

  

1. Notice 
 “Giving data subjects notice of who is collecting their personal information (and for what purpose); 

and providing any other necessary to ensure that the processing is fair, such as whether the data is 
likely to be disclosed and to whom” 

  Current status  Risk Effort 

• Insufficient statement detailing what information is gathered for what purposes on web site  

• No clear and well placed statements on Swiss data protection law on Swiss web site at present (planned) 

• No instructions on how customers can exercise their rights as per Swiss Data Protection Law (planned) 

• Physical contact address missing (for Switzerland) on web site (available under French section) 

  

M 

H 

H 

H 

 

L 

L 

L 

L 

  Recommendations   

To comply with ‘Safe Harbor’ principles, consumers should be provided with “clear and conspicuous” notice when individuals are first asked to 
provide personal information, regardless if the data is anonymized from the individuals’ identity. 

The content of the notice should reference the following : the nature of the data collected, why it is collected, the purpose of collection, the use of 
collection, manner of collection, how to make inquiries and complaints, types of third parties to which disclosed information is provided, and the 
choice and the means to limit use and disclosure. 
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Survey conducted in July 
and October 2001 

 Key Elements of Privacy; 

 Medoctor Status & Recommendations 

  

2. Choice  “ Providing data subjects with some control over the use of their data by offering choices about the 
way their personal information is used, for example, in marketing and disclosure to other entities.” 

  Current status  Risk Effort 

• Marketing processes not in place yet. ‘Opt-out’ is planned 

• No existing ‘opt-out’ explanations and instructions 

• Non-contractual customers can not reply to marketing emails with reply termination (‘unsubscribe’) 

  n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

L 

  Recommendations   

Opt-in Information Release : there must be a way for a person to prevent their information, granted for one purpose, from being used for other 
purposes unless prior consent has been given. 
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Survey conducted in July 
and October 2001 

 Key Elements of Privacy; 

 Medoctor Status & Recommendations 

  

3. Data Integrity  “Collecting and using only personal information that is relevant to the purpose for which it has been 
obtained, and ensuring that data is accurate, up to date, and kept for longer than necessary.” 

  Current status  Risk Effort 

• Personal data sold to third party is aggregate and anonymous 

• Diagnostic data sold to third party is aggregate and anonymous 

• Personal data such as Medical, Health, Race and Disabilities are gathered as far as Sensitive Information goes.  

• Data is stored centrally on server in Santa Rosa 

• There is no data retention and data destruction policy 

 n/a 

n/a 

M 

L 

H 

 

 

L 

L 

L 

  Recommendations   

Medoctor may wish to develop a Sensitive Data (see Glossary) policy and retention plan to ensure that the organization’s practices measure up to 
the Safe Harbor Principles regarding sensitive information. Customers should have access to this policy. 

Data retention and destruction policies need to be drafted, implemented and communicated in the customer privacy statements. 
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Survey conducted in July 
and October 2001 

 Key Elements of Privacy; 

 Medoctor Status & Recommendations 

  

4. Access  “Enabling data subjects to obtain appropriate access to personal information that is held and to 
correct or delete that information as necessary.” 

  Current status  Risk Effort 

• Customers can access their data at all times 

• Customers can edit their data at all times 

 L 

L 

n/a 

n/a 

  Recommendations   

None 
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Survey conducted in July 
and October 2001 

 Key Elements of Privacy; 

 Medoctor Status & Recommendations 

  

5. General 
Security 

Awareness 

 
“Minimum level of security should be ensured to guarantee system integrity, operational readiness, 
and prevent potential damage to the IT infrastructure, thus to the technical infrastructure holding 
medical data.” 

  Current status  Risk Effort 

• It has been clearly demonstrated that the current situation of Medoctor on IT security does not reflect best practice 
regarding data integrity, data availability nor system security. Thus the general security awareness does not provide 
entire satisfaction. 

 H M 

  Recommendations   

Due to the current minimum staff capacity of Medoctor, it is difficult to recommend today the best practice concerning security level. However, 
Medoctor management should still ensure that clear understanding of security is spreaded among all employees and general security awareness is 
taken into account. Thus, prior to going live, all employees should be aware of a number of security scenarios. 
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Survey conducted in July 
and October 2001 

 Key Elements of Privacy; 

 Medoctor Status & Recommendations 

  

6. Internal 
Network Security 

 “Enabling Adequate measures should be implemented to prevent internal and external breaches into 
the internal network, such as clear distinction between external zones, demilitarized zones (where the 
web servers are usually stored) and internal zones. These zones should securely separated by routers 
and firewalls.” 

  Current status  Risk Effort 

• Information and data provided by Medoctor to PwC regarding network security was very limited. However, it has 
clearly been mentioned that the internal network was presently totally isolated from the internet. However, although not 
clearly indicated, Medoctor’s internal network will sooner or later be connected to the Internet.  

• Moreover, Medoctor has mentioned that the current external network segment, is not behind a firewall, thus making the 
Medoctor public web server potentially vulnerable to attacks from the Internet. 

• There is currently no clear indication of demilitarized zones in Medoctor’s infrastructure 

 M 

 

H 

 

M 

H 

 

M 

 

M 

  Recommendations   

It is recommended that Medoctor implement a secure network infrastructure with clear distinction of public and private zones by using adequate 
secured measures such as filtering routers or firewalls, in order to protect Medoctor’s own and public servers. 
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Survey conducted in July 
and October 2001 

 Key Elements of Privacy; 

 Medoctor Status & Recommendations 

  

7. Security  “Taking appropriate steps to prevent unauthorized or unlawful use or disclosure of personal 
information, and protecting against accidental loss or damage.” 

  Current status  Risk Effort 

• Customer’s medical record is not encrypted 

• Interview steps are not encrypted 

• (during first interview) Was not possible to confirm that all data can be completely anonymized 

• Uncertain where customer user name and pin-code is stored 

• Uncertain how customer is notified of pin-code and user name while remaining anonymous 

• There is currently no clear indication as to how the customer’s medical records are protected, as the current network 
and server infrastructure is not available. 

 M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

 

  Recommendations   

An adequate network infrastructure with server encryption of customer’s medical records should be immediately available to demonstrate that 
adequate measures are implemented to protect medical data as well as customer processes. 
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Survey conducted in July 
and October 2001 

 Key Elements of Privacy; 

 Medoctor Status & Recommendations 

  

8. Data Transfer 
 “Establishing appropriate agreements with third parties from whom personal information is 

collected or to whom data is transferred to ensure that processing is consistent with the elements of 
notice and choice; ensuring that third parties who receive data have an adequate level of protection 
and the data subject retains enforceable rights.” 

  Current status  Risk Effort 

• Data is stored and/or maintained (at least partially) by third party (ISP) 

• Data may transit through other jurisdictions than the US or Switzerland (EU) 

• No non-disclosure agreements are in place with ISP based in California 

 H 

L 

M 

M 

H 

L 

  Recommendations   

A non-disclosure agreement should be signed with ISP and an agreement should be put in place to guarantee that ISP has no access to the data 

Survey conducted in July 
and October 2001 

 Key Elements of Privacy; 

 Medoctor Status & Recommendations 

  

9. Enforcement 
Mechanisms 

 “Ensuring compliancewith key privacy elements and verifying ongoing compliance, providing 
recourse to individuals, and remedying (by correcting or deleting data or by other means) problems 
that arise from non-compliance.” 
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Definition of Privacy Risks & Resource Requirements 

Privacy Risk Description 

♦ High 
Rating represents a significant level of business risk with a potential for loss of revenue, adverse publicity, 
regulatory issues, reputational damage, and/or legal action. These vulnerabilities pose a significant threat to 
Medoctor and should be addressed immediately. 

♦ Medium Rating represents a moderate level of business risk. While this is unlikely to pose serious immediate 
consequences, it could have significant long-term risk exposure through adverse publicity, regulatory issues, 

  Current status  Risk Effort 

• Privacy Policy has been drafted (but needs improvement) 

• Customer Service employees do not have ‘Privacy Script’ to respond to customer privacy queries 

• There is no training at present for employees responsible for privacy 

• There is no training for all employees regarding the fundamental concepts of privacy 

• There is no position called Chief Privacy Officer, although current responsibilities fall under COOs jurisdiction for 
regulatory reporting, and System Architect for technical issue. 

 M 

H 

H 

M 

H 

L 

L 

M 

M 

L 

  Recommendations   

Medoctor’s Privacy Policy must be re-drafted before Medoctor can be completely operational. 

Customer Service representatives should have access to a privacy policy and response script to help them in responding to customer queries on 
privacy issues. 

Medoctor should ensure that employees who have contact with consumers are aware of Medoctor’s privacy policies and practices and have a 
means by which to share complaints. 

Key Elements of Privacy, Risk Management Forecast : 2001. Copyright © 2001 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. 
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reputational damage, and/or legal action. 

♦ Low Rating represents a minor deviation from accepted privacy ‘good practice’ norms. 

 

Effort Description 

♦ High 
Recommendation requires significant resources dedicated to remediating the specified issue. This could involve 
the redrafting of aspects of Medoctor’s Privacy Policy, significant purchasing of hardware, or third party 
involvement. 

♦ Medium Recommendation requires a fair effort to resolve the issue. This would typically involve limited financial and 
third party involvement, with most of the effort coming from existing Medoctor resources. 

♦ Low Recommendation requires limited internal Medoctor resources to address and resolve issue. 
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Definition of Security Risks & Resource Requirements 

Security Risk Description 

♦ High 

Recommendation represents a significant level of business risk to corporate information systems and assets. High-
risk vulnerabilities are system configuration characteristics that can be easily exploited to gain unauthorized 
system access. These vulnerabilities pose a significant threat to system security and should be addressed 
immediately. 

♦ Medium 

Recommendation represents a moderate level of business risk to corporate information assets. Medium-risk 
vulnerabilities are system configuration characteristics that can be exploited to gain unauthorized system access, 
but are more difficult to exploit than High-risk vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities, however, do pose an 
immediate threat to security and should be addressed as soon as possible.  

♦ Low 

Recommendation represents a low level of business risk to corporate information assets. Low-risk vulnerabilities 
are system configuration characteristics that could be exploited to gain unauthorized access only under certain 
unlikely circumstances. These vulnerabilities, however, pose a threat to system security and the administrator 
should consider rectifying them.  

 

Effort Description 

♦ High Recommendation requires the purchase of hardware or software and/or requires significant 
research/implementation activities. 

♦ Medium Recommendation may require the purchase of hardware or software and/or requires moderate 
research/implementation activities. 

♦ Low Recommendation may require the purchase of minor hardware/software and/or requires minor 
research/implementation activities. 
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Recommendations and Roadmap 
Recommendations 

Privacy 

Overall 
PricewaterhouseCoopers has found that Medoctor has taken preliminary measures towards the full implementation of measures to comply 
with Privacy requirements and best practice.  There is still, however, room for improvement and the following recommendations should be 
implemented. 

Chief Privacy Officer 
It is recommended that Medoctor create the position of chief privacy officer (CPO). This would provide the organization with a dedicated 
position to assess risks, manage implementation of the privacy policy, ensure ongoing compliance, monitor developments, respond to 
change, raise awareness and train staff in privacy issues. The responsibilities of the CPO are often assumed by the chief information 
officer who determines which technologies are to be implemented in line with business goals and therefore may be best placed to address 
consumers’ issues and concerns. 

Privacy Policy and Statements 
It is imperative that Medoctor improve it’s Privacy Statement to show compliance with Swiss standards as well as a formal process that 
will regularly update and verify (every six months) that the policies are indeed current and still applicable. Ownership of this process 
should be with the Chief Privacy Officer. It is also recommended that a glossary of terms be included in this policy so as to provide 
definition of ‘privacy terminology’. While this is not a regulatory requirement, the goal is to provide comfort to end-users and educate 
them of their privacy exposure.  

Privacy Training 
To reduce the risk of mis-communicated policies on privacy (to the public at large, but as well as to special-interest groups, e.g. the media, 
“ethics sleuths” etc..), it is recommended that all Medoctor employees participate in a basic Privacy training course. This can be carried 
out internally (e.g. run by the Chief Privacy Officer) and should include a simple test. This is particularly relevant for employees who have 
exposure to the public and to phone calls from the public. ‘Privacy scripts’ should also be made available to respond to any queries on 
Medoctor’s privacy policies. The Chief Privacy Officer is reponsible for driving these initiatives and should remain up to date on all 
privacy developments from a regulatory point of view as well from a general-consumer point of view. 

Data Protection 
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It is important that further consideration be given to the protection of user data.  The following issues should be considered; authorized 
access by third parties (doctors) to the patient medical information, loss of password/logon ID by the user, “matching” of credit card 
information (name and address) during new user sign up (encrypted) versus a truly anonymized user and “matching” of user’s email 
address (if it contains his/her name) to the user’s identity.   

Security 

Chief Security Officer 
It is recommended that Medoctor create the position of chief security officer (CSO). The CSO’s responsibilities are to ensure that 
appropriate measures have been taken to protect customer’s data, to guarantee adequate segregation of duties, to ensure ongoing security 
compliance regarding items such as medical data secure handling. The CSO should be independent of the IT department, thus either 
directly reporting to the Chief Operating Officer, or the Chief Executive Officer.  The CSO will have as initial task to create a corporate 
security policy and to ensure that all regulations described in this policy are adequately and evenly applied to the company, in all 
departments. 

Security Policy and Statements 
The Corporate Security Policy is one of the first documents that Medoctor should create in order to ensure not only that security awareness 
has been correctly spread within the company, but also that a formal statement is created. This security policy will establish base policies 
and standards to protect Medoctor’s information assets stored on its computing platforms, and provides a framework for the continued 
development of these policies and standards as Medoctor’s information systems evolve. These policies and standards will also apply to 
any person who accesses information through Medoctor‘s computers or networks. The security procedures addressed in this document will 
apply to all employees, customers, contractors, consultants, temporaries, vendors and other workers accessing Medoctor‘s information 
systems. The policy will also apply to all computer and data communication systems owned by and/or administered by Medoctor. These 
policies, standards and guidelines will be maintained by the CSO. The CSO has the authority to ensure the execution of the policies, 
procedures and guidelines set forth in the manual.   

Security Awareness  

Security awareness policy statement 
The CSO in conjunction will maintain and implement a security awareness program. This program will comply with the standards set 
forth in this policy. All Medoctor users are responsible to observe this policy in their day-to-day business regarding their roles and 
responsibilities. 

Posting of security advisories 
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A formal security education and awareness program shall be developed to include as a minimum: 

• Briefings for new employees 

• Post notices on Medoctor’s information forum 

• Integrate security ideas with professional services, development process documentation and systems maintenance 

• All users should have access to these documents. 

Security awareness training 
All new employees shall be subject to specific security awareness training and be provided with adequate security references that relate to 
their job duties. Periodic refresher training should be implemented as necessary.  

Signing of acceptable use policy 
Every user must understand Medoctor’s information security policies and standards and must agree in writing to perform his or her work 
according to the policies, standards and procedures issued. As a result, every user must not only familiarise themselves with the policy, but 
also sign a written statement acknowledging that he or she understands and agrees to be bound by these policies. 

Technical Issues 
To briefly repeat what has been described elsewhere in this document, several steps must be taken to reinforce the security of patient data 
and the integrity of the entire Medoctor publicly visible IT structure.  These include installing a firewall and updating it on a daily basis 
with the latest anti-hacking patches, encrypting the new user sign-up process and encrypting the database containing diagnostic and patient 
data (or considering the alternative of encrypting the communications links instead). 

Roadmap 
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PRIVACY 

SECURITY 

This Review 

USABILITY / 
PERFORMANCE 

CUSTOMER 
COMPLAINTS 

Usability Testing is the formal process of trialing a user interface with a representative sample of typical or 
market profile users to determine effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction and learnability 

SECURITY 
TESTING 

Developing and defining the processes to ensure the continuous evaluation of customer satisfaction and that 
these changes are constantly part of the ongoing development cycle 

Penetration testing:  “ethical hacking” for security perimeter testing. Ongoing security assurance and reviews 
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The roadmap shows the different stages PricewaterhouseCoopers believes apply to Medoctor’s desire in order for it to become a “best-
practice” on-line supplier of medical diagnostic services.   Currently, Medoctor, through this Risk Review has completed the second phase 
of a five-step process.  PwC advocates that Medoctor implement the recommendations issued in this report in a timely manner and 
consider some of the other factors for improvement list at the end of the Executive Summary section at the beginning of this report. 

Glossary 
Sensitive Data – Sensitive Data or Information is data relating to an individual’s medical or health conditions, racial or ethnic origin, 
political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, union membership, or sexual proclivities. 

Safe Harbor – The Self Harbor system allows US organizations who have implemented the Safe Harbor Principles – and self-certify that 
they adhere to these principles, will be allowed to continue to receive personal data from European Union members. Entering into the Safe 
Harbor and abiding by the principles will assure continued flows of data from all 15 Member States, without the organization being 
required to observe registration, pre-approval, or other procedures in those Member States. 
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